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The totem redeems the monster. The monster confronts us with the other 

resident in us exaggerating or hybridizing forms of nature. The totem is 

also hybrid, but symbolic of the opposite: facing the monster that 

threatens or dissolves the individual and collective identity, the totem 

protects and identifies, provides a place in the group and in the natural 

order. The monster reveals the animal in us to dehumanize us; totem 

keeps us rooted in the soil of shared ancestors and humus nature. 

 

* 

 

The territory of Laramascoto stands at a crossroads between the oral 



narrative, the fantasy genre, the traditional and contemporary 

mythologies, the pulp, the anthropology and the social and the political 

criticism. It has been a host of monsters, capable of giving asylum to a 

giant with a thousand eyes, an angel, a cyborg, a superhero, a hybrid or 

any human altered by technology. Now, in this country totems are being 

raised. 

 

* 

 

Hack sounds like «ax». Refers to the act of giving cuts to impact, the tool 

used for this, the action to break through barriers after an uncertain 

achievement. Before the hacker contemporary (Old English, a hired 

horse) hack was the pieceworker, the writer writing a text on behalf of 

another. 

 

* 

 

«While each body is considered, animated or inanimated, as the abode 

of a spirit, while waiting that a tree or a boat behave like a living 

creature, it was almost impossible to isolate as a mechanical sequence 

the special role that was carried out (…) the naive desire to reproduce 

the organic, and evoke giants and spirits to achieve power, instead of 

devising its abstract equivalent, it delayed the development of the 

machine». (Lewis Mumford, Technics and Civilization). 

 

* 

 

Moving from technique to technology requires canceling all animism. 

The powers that are trying to manipulate are not necessarily embodied 

in the organs that run them. Technological thinking abstracts the forces 

of nature and design tools that no longer are modeled for their natural 

correlates. The technological denies organic. 



* 

 

Hackland totems integrate animal and human, tribal and individual, 

natural and technological, hieratic and lively. Accumulate techniques 

and dimensions: stroke, displays, animation, put all the tools on an equal 

basis, the ancestral symbolism and digital, presence and representation, 

concepts and scales. Drawing acquired monumentality, the digital role is 

countered by the proportions of the plastic, the mimesis is placed into 

the abyss representing the screen within the screen… The method is 

totemic. After all, Laramascoto is a compound organism, a two-

facedidentity with two sets of eyes and two pairs of hands. 

 

* 

 

The integration between digital and pre-technological retraces the path 

to the bifurcation that Mumford describes and embarks on a different 

path. Faced with the tragic myth of robot or cyborg, monsters in the 

shadow of Frankenstein, in Hackland technology it is reintegrated as an 

organic element of the totem. Animism absorbs the screen and what it 

represents on an equal basis with zoomorphic or anthropomorphic 

representations. The anachronism supplies energy to jump timelessness 

and clear by strokes of intuition some way forward that avoids the 

blinded highway of progress. 

 

* 

 

The totems which catalyze that energy are tutelary effigies, custodians 

and heralds of an evolution that does not advance in a straight line but 

has to perform a regression to restart an spiral from the origin. The hack 

(browser, carver, packhorse, jobber) puts everything to the back, from 

charcoal to animation software because anything goes to keep making 

its path. 



* 

 

This is the double totem that leads to the land of brush cutters, those who 

open paths in the undergrowth of images and meanings, in the thicket 

of neurons. It is the entrance landmark to the land of those that test the 

routes with everything at hand, an invocation device sunk into the 

ground to boost its symbolic antennae and opens it like hawk wings to 

forward signals in an upward flow into what can come, into the unkown. 

Hackland (Mustang Art Gallery. Elche) 

 


